Sielox integration with the leading manufacturers of
wireless locks provide a cost effective, real-time
solution for those seeking true lockdown capability.
Users may lock and block any or all doors allowing
only privilege card holders access. Advanced
features include Lock Toggle for single door locking
and unlocking with one credential, Card + Pin dual
authentication and Two-Man Rule functionality.

Sielox has designed innovative layered security systems
for more than forty years. Sielox continues to develop a
unique and highly focused integrated suite of access
and emergency notification solutions for any size
facility across numerous vertical and mainstream
markets.

The Sielox portfolio of advanced solutions designed for
stand-alone or integrated implementation includes:
Pinnacle® 10 Advanced Access Control, 1700 Intelligent
Controller, CLASS Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System™
(CLASS), and AnyWare™ Browser-Based Access Control
Platform.
Sielox provides best-in-industry OEM products to
empower systems integrators to configure a wide
range of tailored solutions to meet different needs.
Sielox is proud to offer Layered Security Systems
providing a smart way to protect people, property
and assets with the highest levels of performance,
reliability and cost-efficiency.
Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise working with
integration partners and end-users in all types of
facilities using our “Made in USA” lockdown solutions.

Lock Toggle feature

The company partners with a network of regional and
local systems integrators who provide Sielox Security
Layer systems including CLASS lockdown alert level and
physical electronic locking of perimeter and interior
doors, the most comprehensive safeguard in the
security marketplace today.

The Sielox Core Products line is designed by Sielox
engineers and manufactured in the USA. Pinnacle
software and the 1700 controller have been developed
to meet or exceed any user requirement from entry
level to enterprise-wide systems.

The marriage of advanced management software with
an intelligent controller from a single vendor has been
a proven technology and application success for our
Business Partners and End Users since 1979. Built upon
the Sielox access control innovation legacy, Pinnacle is a
system designed with multiple layers of scalable control
and the 1700 controller is unmatched in capabilities and
serviceability.

AnyWare is a plug-and-play, browser-based access
control solution affordable to small and mid-sized
organizations. In today’s world, you need to control
and manage your security requirements from your
desktop, tablet or mobile device. AnyWare allows you
to easily deploy, manage and expand your access
control requirements on the fly for up to 40 doors.

Innovation continues with the multiple award-winning
CLASS - Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System providing critical situational awareness benefits to
First Responders. CLASS dramatically improves
emergency response time with real-time status
updates to aid in response and resource deployment
for any facility. First Responders no longer walk blindly
into harm’s way by viewing dynamic floor plans and
chat in real-time, with updates displayed on their
mobile phone, tablet or patrol car laptop.

With more than 250,000 controllers and tens of
thousands of access control software systems installed
since our start in Silicon Valley, Sielox continues to lead
the industry with customer centric solutions, OEM
integration like wireless locks and expert technical
support.

About Sielox
Sielox Layered Security Systems provide a smart way to protect people, property and assets with the highest levels of
performance, reliability and cost-efficiency. Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise working with integration partners and endusers in all types of facilities. Our “Made in USA” lockdown solutions include the AnyWare Browser-Based Access Control Solution
CLASS Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System, 1700 Intelligent Controller and Pinnacle Advanced Access Control Software integrated
with leading manufacturer wireless locks.
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